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NEW YORK (S&P Global Ratings) Dec. 6, 2017S&P Global Ratings assigned its  
'A' longterm rating to the New York State Dormitory Authority's $81.7 million  
series 2017 revenue bonds issued on behalf of Fordham University (the  
university). At the same time S&P Global affirmed its 'A' longterm rating on  
the university's outstanding bonds. The outlook is negative. 
The negative outlook reflects our opinion of the university's recent decline  
in expendable resources and thinner operating margins. Management expected  
resources to decline and operating margins to weaken slightly in order to fund  
recent strategic investments. We recognize improvement in expendable resources  
in fiscal 2017 and look for further improvement. We also recognize a history  
of positive operating margins and expect surpluses to continue. In our view,  
without solid growth, future resources ratios could become consistent with a  
lower rating.  
The 'A' rating reflects our assessment of the university's: 

Consistent operating performance, demonstrated by its generation of  

surpluses with expectations of further surpluses that will increase from  

recently more-modest-than-historical levels; 

Growing enrollment and stable demand metrics, combined with improved  

student quality as measured by standardized test scores; 

Manageable maximum annual debt service (MADS) burden; and 

Good management, with conservative budgeting practices.



In our opinion, offsetting credit factors include: 

The fiscal 2016 decline in expendable resources to operations and debt,  

although we understand the university used expendable resources to  

finance a majority of the renovation of the business school rather than  

increase the debt burden; 

The highly competitive market for students, indicated by a very weak  

matriculation rate, which is partially mitigated by strong student  

quality; and 

The university's heavy reliance on student-generated revenues (tuition  

and auxiliary revenues).

Certain terms used in this report, particularly certain adjectives used to  
express our view on rating relevant factors, have specific meanings ascribed  
to them in our criteria, and should therefore be read in conjunction with such  
criteria. Please see Ratings Criteria at www.standardandpoors.com for further  
information. Complete ratings information is available to subscribers of  
RatingsDirect at www.capitaliq.com. All ratings affected by this rating action  
can be found on the S&P Global Ratings' public website at  
www.standardandpoors.com. Use the Ratings search box located in the left  
column. 
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